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Short Report

A novel mutation at the DFNA36 hearing
loss locus reveals a critical function and
potential genotype–phenotype correlation
for amino acid-572 of TMC1
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We ascertained a North American Caucasian family (LMG248)
segregating autosomal dominant, non-syndromic, post-lingual,
progressive sensorineural hearing loss. The hearing loss begins in the
second decade of life and initially affects high frequencies. It progresses
to profound deafness at all frequencies by the fourth or fifth decade. The
phenotype co-segregates with short-tandem repeat markers flanking the
TMC1 gene at the DFNA36 locus on chromosome 9q31-q21. The
affected individuals carry a novel missense substitution, p.D572H
(c.G1714C), of the TMC1 gene. This mutation is at the same nucleotide
and amino acid position as the only other reported DFNA36 mutation,
p.D572N (c.G1714A). Our observations implicate a critical function for
amino acid-572 for wild-type TMC1 function or the pathogenesis of
DFNA36 hearing loss. The slower progression of hearing loss associated
with p.D572H, in comparison with that caused by p.D572N, may reflect
a correlation of DFNA36 phenotype with TMC1 genotype.
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Hereditary non-syndromic hearing loss is genet-
ically heterogeneous and can display autosomal,
sex-linked, or mitochondrial inheritance (1).
There are over 100 autosomal dominant (DFNA)
and autosomal recessive (DFNB) loci, some of
which are allelic (2). For example, dominant and
recessive mutations of transmembrane channel-
like gene 1 (TMC1) cause hearing loss at the
DFNA36 and DFNB7/B11 loci, respectively, on
chromosome 9q13-q21 (3, 4). TMC1 encodes

a multi-pass transmembrane protein of unknown
function with no significant sequence similarity
to proteins of known function (3). There is
a region of unknown function, termed the TMC
domain, whose amino acid sequence is conserved
among all known TMC homologs (5, 6).
Inactivating mutations of TMC1 are recessive

alleles that cause pre-lingual, severe to profound
DFNB7/B11 deafness (3, 7–11). In contrast, the
only reported DFNA36 family, LMG128,
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co-segregates a missense substitution of TMC1
and hearing loss with a post-lingual onset in the
first decade of life and progression to profound
deafness by 20 years of age (3, 12). There is a
similar genotype–phenotype correlation in mice
carrying mutant alleles of Tmc1. Homozygous
deafness (Tmc1dn) mice have a deletion of exon
14 of Tmc1 (3) and no detectable hearing (13, 14).
Heterozygous Beethoven (Tmc1Bth/1) mice have
an amino acid substitution, M412K (4), of Tmc1
and an initially slight hearing loss that rapidly
progresses to profound deafness (4, 14, 15). Since
heterozygous carriers of recessive loss-of-function
alleles of TMC1 (human) and Tmc1 (mouse) have
normal hearing (7, 16, 17), the dominant missense
mutations in DFNA36 (D572N) and Tmc1Bth

must cause hearing loss via dominant-negative or
gain-of-function effects (3, 4).
Although Tmc1Bth and Tmc1dn cochlear hair

cells initiate normal or near-normal structural
and biophysical development, they never func-
tionally mature and rapidly undergo degenera-
tion within the first few weeks and months of life
(14, 18, 19). Taken together with the expression
of Tmc1 RNA in hair cells of the cochlea (3, 4),
these results may indicate a direct role for TMC1
in hair cell development, function, or survival.
In this study, we describe a family (LMG248)

segregating post-lingual progressive hearing loss
at the DFNA36 locus. Their hearing loss is caused
by a novel missense substitution of TMC1 at the
same nucleotide and amino acid position as the
previously reported DFNA36 mutation, indicat-
ing a critical role of this amino acid position for
wild-type TMC1 function or the pathogenesis
of DFNA36 hearing loss. The slower progression
of hearing loss in LMG248, in comparison with
LMG128, may reflect a correlation of DFNA36
phenotype with TMC1 genotype.

Materials and methods

This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke and the
National Institute on Deafness and Other Com-
munication Disorders, National Institutes of
Health. All subjects were adult members of
LMG248, a large North American Caucasian
family of mixed European ancestries. Written
informed consent was obtained from all study
subjects.
Medical and developmental history interviews

and physical examinations were performed in the
field by an otolaryngologist (A. J. G.). Vestibular
function was evaluated by tandem gait and

Romberg tests and locomotor developmental
history. Pure-tone air conduction thresholds
were tested with a portable audiometer (MA25;
Maico Diagnostics, Eden Prairie, MN) under
ambient noise conditions. Audiological and
medical records from outside facilities were
reviewed when available.
We estimated progression of hearing loss as the

slope of a simple linear regression of hearing
threshold and age using statistiXL version 1.6
(available from http://www.statistixl.com/) with
the Windows� version of Microsoft Excel�. We
used the same software to compare regression
slopes between LMG128 and LMG248 by
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Since affected mem-
bers of LMG128 become profoundly deaf at all
frequencies before 20 years of age (12), our
analysis did not include LMG128 threshold
values measured at or after 20 years.
Genomic DNA was prepared from venous

blood samples (Puregene; Gentra Systems, Min-
neapolis, MN, USA) and analyzed as described
(20) for genotypes at short-tandem repeat
markers flanking non-syndromic dominant hear-
ing loss loci DFNA1 to DFNA50 (available
upon request). All 24 TMC1 exons and their
flanking intronic sequences were polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplified for nucleotide sequence
analysis as described (3). The ClustalW alignment
was modified from Kurima et al. (5).

Results

LMG248 is a North American Caucasian family
segregating autosomal dominant, post-lingual,
progressive, symmetric sensorineural hearing loss
(Figs 1 and 2). There are no associated signs or
symptoms of abnormalities of the vestibular or
other organ systems. Hearing loss appears to
initially affect high frequencies with an onset in
the second decade of life and progresses to
profound levels by the fourth or fifth decade
(Fig. 1). Although low-frequency hearing is
initially spared, it eventually deteriorates to
profound levels. Word recognition scores are
within the expected limits for the level of pure-
tone threshold elevations due to a cochlear
etiology (not shown) (21). Middle ear immitance
test results were within normal limits (not
shown). Acoustic reflex test results were available
only for III-2, who had absent reflexes consistent
with her profound degree of hearing loss.
Otoacoustic emissions test results were not
available. Individual IV-1 does not use hearing
amplification, III-4 and III-6 use hearing aids,
and II-2, II-6 and III-2 have cochlear implants.

DFNA36 hearing loss mutation of TMC1
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Genotype and haplotype analyses were consis-
tent with linkage to DFNA36 (Fig. 2) and no
other DFNA loci (not shown). Nucleotide

sequence analysis of TMC1 identified a single
variant, c.G1714C, which is predicted to result in
substitution of histidine for aspartic acid at

Fig. 1. LMG248 phenotype. Serial pure-tone air conduction thresholds are shown for the right ears of affected family
members. Bone conduction thresholds (not shown) are consistent with sensorineural hearing loss.
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amino acid position 572 (p.D572H; Fig. 3a). We
confirmed c.G1714C by sequence analysis of
subcloned PCR amplification products (not
shown) and by restriction digestion analysis with
TaqaI, which cleaves the wild-type allele but not
the mutant allele (not shown). The amino acid
D572 is located in the conserved TMC domain
within a predicted cytoplasmic loop (5, 6). It is
the same amino acid affected by the c.G1714A
(p.D572N) mutation segregating in LMG128, the
original DFNA36 family (3). We previously
observed no polymorphisms of this codon in
902 control chromosomes (3). D572 is conserved
among human and mouse TMC1, TMC2,
TMC5, and TMC6 (Fig. 3b). None of the other
known TMC homologs have histidine or aspar-
agine at this position (5, 6).
We estimated progression of hearing loss in aff-

ected members of LMG128 and LMG248 as the
slope of a simple linear regression of hearing thre-
shold and age. In comparison to p.D572N carriers
in LMG128, p.D572H carriers in LMG248 have
slower progression of hearing loss at all stimulus
frequencies (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 kHz; p, 0.05).

Discussion

We have identified a second dominant missense
mutation of TMC1 associated with DFNA36

hearing loss. Remarkably, both of these muta-
tions affect the same nucleotide and amino acid.
These DFNA36 missense substitutions must act
via dominant-negative or gain-of-function effects
(3), but we do not have an assay of TMC1 fun-
ction to differentiate among these possibilities. It
is possible that c.G1714 might be a hotspot for
mutational events, but the lack of polymorphism

Fig. 2. LMG248 pedigree. Affected family members (filled
symbols) co-segregate autosomal dominant hearing loss
with a haplotype of short-tandem repeat markers linked to
DFNA36 on chromosome 9q13-q21.

Fig. 3. LMG248 genotype. (a) Electropherograms for un-
affected (wild type) and affected family members showing
the heterozygous c.G1714C mutation (indicated by arrow)
of TMC1 co-segregating with hearing loss in LMG248.
c.G1714C is predicted to substitute histidine for aspartic
acid at amino acid position 572. Deduced amino acid
sequences are shown below the nucleotide sequences. (b)
ClustalW alignment of mouse and human TMC homologs
in the region of the TMC domain containing the D572
position (indicated by arrow) of TMC1. Amino acid
residues that are identical among all of the homologs are
darkly shaded. The lightly shaded residues are conserved
among more than 25% (.4/16) of the homologs.
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at this position in normal control chromosomes,
and the recurrent substitution of D572 with the
weakly basic residues histidine and asparagine,
likely reflect a critical function associated with
either wild-type D572, the mutant residues, or
both. The Taqa1 restriction digestion assay we
used to confirm c.G1714C will not be a useful
screen for these mutations due to a common
silent polymorphism (c.C1713T) in the preceding
codon, which also ablates the Taqa1 recognition
site (not shown).
Families LMG128 and LMG248 segregate

similar hearing loss phenotypes, although the
rate of progression appears to be faster in
LMG128 (12). This could reflect differing effects
of the substitutions, different genetic back-
grounds, or both. Indeed, genetic background
has a modest effect on hearing thresholds in
Tmc1Bth/1 mice (15). The identification of
additional DFNA36 mutations could address
whether there is a correlation of phenotype with
TMC1 genotype, as well as cost-efficient strate-
gies to screen TMC1 for mutations in patients
with post-lingual progressive hearing loss.
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